1999 ford f150 water pump

For more information go to Don't simply wait around for your automobile to have problems with
general performance loss and risk sudden break down. Replace your defective water pump with
a component that We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Refine by:. Water Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford F Water Pump.
Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RF Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: GMB Part Number: GAT Part Number: A Product Details
Notes : 3. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Featured Brands. DriveMotive Water Pump 4. Reviews Questions, Answers. Gates New - Water Pump Manufacturer Fixing the automobile's
cooling structure wouldn't be as complicated as it is if you use Gates OE Replacement Water
Pump. Nov 07, Pretty simple I like this page. Julian Basaldu. Purchased on Nov 05, Oct 26,
Water pump works great. It was safely delivered and well packaged. The pump worked great
solved all our overheating problems. Purchased on Oct 11, Jun 17, It works great. Has a good
warranty and it fit right. Sallie Cox. Purchased on May 27, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. When the coolant temperature in your radiator and your engine is outside the
normal range, your PCM may trigger code P What are the Possible Causes of the P Code?
Defective or malfunctioning engine coolant temperature sensorLow engine coolant. This can be
caused by a faulty thermostat. When a defective thermostat no longer opens, the engine will
overheat and cause a breakdown. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. Ford F owners have reported 12 problems related to water pump under the engine
and engine cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford F based on all problems reported for the
F While driving with no warning the truck started to over heat, the battery died, and I lost
steering due to the faulty water pump breaking and the serpentine belt coming off while in rush
hour traffic. See all problems of the Ford F Tl the contact owns a Ford F While driving 65 mph,
the vehicle made abnormal noises. The contact pulled over to restart the vehicle. Once the
vehicle was restarted, anti-freeze fluid leaked out. There were no warning indicators illuminated.
The vehicle was taken to james hodge Ford Lincoln n main st, muskogee, ok , where it was
diagnosed that the water pump needed to be repaired. The contact scheduled a repair
appointment. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was 67, The VIN was not
available. While driving various speeds and turning the steering wheel, an abnormal clicking
noise was heard. Also, when the vehicle was turned off, there was an abnormal noise coming
from the engine. The vehicle was taken to prime Ford saco portland rd, saco, me , where it was
diagnosed that the water pump and steering column needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , Water
pump failed. Water pump failure at mere 76, miles. Vehicle was maintained per factory manual.
Location, southern California non-desert. Large puddle of coolant after 20 mile drive one day.
No other warning signs. Dealership repair shop diagnosis says hose leaks and failed water
pump. At approximately 60, miles my truck would occasionally make a rattling sound
immediately after starting the engine. Over time it got worse, I took it to a mechanic and he told
me it was probably a lose cover, or a component such as a water pump was failing and it would
be hard to know which one it was until it failed completely. So I continued to drive the vehicle.
Time passed, milage went up and the problem got worse. I started researching the issue myself
and realized it was the timing chain and phazers. This could potentially cause engine failure and
if it happens at the wrong time could cause an accident. This is a very common problem with
the ecoboost truck from models and it typically happens very early in the vehicles life around
50k miles. Apparently it is due to the excessively long timing chain and weak phazers. Noticed
small amount of coolant on the ground. Started to notice over the next couple days larger
amounts of coolant after driving. Took truck into dealer and the water pump had already gone
bad. Was under warranty so it was replaced for free. I have a F v8 4. And the water pump also.
The contact owns a Ford F While driving approximately 45 mph, the contact noticed that the
temperature warning indicator was illuminated on the instrument panel, which meant that the
vehicle was overheating. He also noticed smoke and water emanating from the vehicle. If the
vehicle would have stalled while driving, he could have been seriously injured in a crash.
Immediately after the repair, he noticed that the vehicle idled roughly. The vehicle has not been
repaired. The failure and current mileages were 82, The contact stated vehicle was making a
loud noise. He took it to a local mechanic, who informed him that all Ford f engines had to be
replaced. He contacted Ford, and they told him there was no recall involving noise. The
mechanic stated the water pump was defective which resulted in water leaking into the engine.
The mechanic predicted that the engine might function for three more miles. In November I was
losing coolant and took it to my local Ford dealer and he gave me an est. At that time I couldn't

afford it. I had just found out about the recall from a CO-worker who also has a vehicle
mentioned in the recall. I feel that should be due reburstment of the repairs for that fact I did not
receive the re-call. Their records will show that other recalls I have had it in for the repairs. This
vehicle only has 58, miles on it!. Consumer found out vehicle was not recalled due to VIN.
Manufacturer would not make an exception although this vehicle had the same exact problem.
The customer requests the manufacturer to pay the cost of timing cover gasket replacement
and the cost of new water pump installed. Car Problems. Water Pump problem of the Ford F 1.
Water Pump problem of the Ford F 2. Water Pump problem of the Ford F 3. Water Pump problem
of the Ford F 4. Water Pump problem of the Ford F 5. Water Pump problem of the Ford F 6.
Water Pump problem of the Ford F 7. Water Pump problem of the Ford F 8. Water Pump problem
of the Ford F 9. Water Pump problem of the Ford F Engine And Engine Cooling problems.
Engine problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Gasoline Engine
problems. Engine Clicking And Tapping Noises problems. Engine Exhaust System problems.
Engine Stall problems. Coolant Leaking problems. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days
a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your
home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The water pump is a belt or chain-driven
engine accessory bolted to the engine above the crankshaft pulley. The pump housing has an
impeller that circulates engine coolant through the cooling system passageways in the engine
block and cylinder head, on to the radiator, where the coolant temperature is reduced. The lower
temperature coolant then flows back to the water inlet on the engine and the water pump
continues the cycle. Should the water pump only leak a little bit, you can drive the car. However,
a small leak could suddenly enlarge or the pump bearing might unexpectedly seize. Either
circumstance would likely cause engine overheating. If a defective water pump causes the
overheating, it is not safe to drive because of the damage to the engine. Ford F Water Pump
Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic
Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See
availability. Water Pump Replacement Service What is a water pump and how does it work?
When to consider replacing the water pump: Coolant leaks or overheating. The water pump
impeller shaft is supported by a bearing. Eventually, the bearing or seal can wear and leak or
damage the impeller. Many water pumps have weep holes near the pump bearing. If you see
significant leakage from that weep hole, it is time to replace the pump. Bearing roughness or
noise. If the water pump shaft does not turn smoothly or the pump is noisy, the bearing is
excessively worn. Pump replacement will be necessary. Timing belt replacement. In engines
where the water pump is driven by the timing belt, it is a good idea to replace the water pump at
the same time the timing belt is replaced. The extensive work explains why it is always
recommended to replace the water pump whenever the mechanic already has these
components removed for regularly scheduled timing belt replacement. How do mechanics
replace the water pump? The water pump is usually bolted to the front of the engine. The
replacement procedure will vary depending on whether the pump is driven by the timing belt,
the serpentine belt, or chain. On a cold engine, the engine coolant is drained to a level below the
water pump. Components that require removing to access the water pump are removed,
including the belt or chain that directly drive the pump. The bolts holding the pump to the
engine are removed and the pump is pulled out. The gasket surface must be cleaned and the
pump mounting surface inspected. A new gasket, rubber seal, or RTV sealant, as required, is
installed and then the new pump. The bolts are torqued in sequence using a calibrated inch
pound torque wrench. For applications where the water pump is driven by the timing belt, the
timing belt must be removed. Typically, this requires removal of the crankshaft pulley, timing
belt covers, and timing belt tensioner. Once the new pump is installed, new coolant is added
back while bleeding the cooling system of any air. The engine is then run and brought to normal
operating temperature to check for leaks and ensure normal operating temperature. Is it safe to
drive with a water pump problem? When replacing the water pump keep in mind: It is best to
install a new cooling system thermostat when you install a new water pump, especially if the
thermostat is old or original. Completely flushing the cooling system is a good idea when you
replace the water pump. Flushing can be done before or after pump replacement. The rest of the
cooling system should be inspected too â€” particularly rubber hoses, which have a limited
lifetime. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Ford Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet
some of our expert Ford mechanics Real customer reviews from Ford owners like you. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Francisco 10 years of experience. Request Francisco. Showed up on
time and repair completed ahead of schedule. Eddie 39 years of experience. Request Eddie.
Eddie kept in contact and did a really good job on my truck. Explained what repairs were
needed done and did a great job fixing them. And will hire Eddie again for Any future repairs.
Desmond 18 years of experience. Request Desmond. Desmond was very knowledgeable and

took his time to explain any questions I had. I am going to use Desmond from now on as my
personal mechanic. I am very satisfied. Nolan 0 years of experience. Request Nolan. Very
friendly- patient as i had my car details wrong and he had to chase down new parts for me.
Cleaned up after. Thanks Nolan! How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Water Pump
Replacement. Skip to main content of results for "ford f water pump". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Water Pump. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb
Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb FREE Shipping. Only 18 left in stock
- order soon. Only 12 left in stock more on the way. Usually ships within 1 to 2 months. Only 6
left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering
menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. For more information go to Don't
simply wait around for your automobile to have problems with general performance loss and
risk sudden break down. Replace your defective water pump with a component that We've Made
a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Water
Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford F Water Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 20
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RF Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Part Number: GMB Part Number: GAT Part Number: A Product Details Notes : 3. Page 1 of 2
Showing 1 - 15 of 20 results. Featured Brands. DriveMotive Water Pump - 4. Reviews Questions,
Answers. Gates New - Water Pump Manufacturer Fixing the automobile's cool
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ing structure wouldn't be as complicated as it is if you use Gates OE Replacement Water Pump.
Nov 07, Pretty simple I like this page. Julian Basaldu. Purchased on Nov 05, Oct 26, Water pump
works great. It was safely delivered and well packaged. The pump worked great solved all our
overheating problems. Purchased on Oct 11, Jun 17, It works great. Has a good warranty and it
fit right. Sallie Cox. Purchased on May 27, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. When the
coolant temperature in your radiator and your engine is outside the normal range, your PCM
may trigger code P What are the Possible Causes of the P Code? Defective or malfunctioning
engine coolant temperature sensorLow engine coolant. This can be caused by a faulty
thermostat. When a defective thermostat no longer opens, the engine will overheat and cause a
breakdown. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

